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Introduction

Optimizing indirect procurement provides an avenue to create a direct bottom-
line impact while also improving processes and better enabling strategic
objectives. According to Everest Group estimates, even a 5-10 percent reduction
in non-core or indirect spend can translate into a 1-3 percent bottom-line impact
– a significant impact under any economic context, let alone the tough current
economic climate. In our past research paper ‘Get More from Your Non-Core
Spend - Realizing Value from PO’, we have discussed this potential in detail. For
mature organizations across the globe today, the real question in relation to
indirect procurement optimization is not about ‘why?’ but about ‘how?’ 

There are various options and approaches to optimize the indirect procurement
function based on scope of initiative and delivery responsibility (internal or
external). This report analyzes four common scenarios namely, partial internal
initiatives, partial outsourcing, comprehensive shared services and comprehensive
outsourcing. Each scenario has its own strengths, weaknesses, and applicability to
unique company situations. Organizations will need to carefully evaluate the
business case of each model along with the applicability to their own company
situation before making an informed decision regarding the right model. 

The purpose of this research is to educate both procurement and business
executives on the different approaches to indirect procurement optimization. The
report discusses:
 Importance of optimizing indirect procurement
 Four typical approaches to optimize indirect procurement dependent on scope

(partial and comprehensive) and delivery responsibility (in-house and third-
party)

 Net savings generated under each scenario along with pros and cons
 Key considerations for selecting a third-party provider

The research draws extensively upon scenario-based analysis leveraging industry
accepted standards, Everest Group IP and experience in advising clients on
procurement initiatives. The scenario analysis is also augmented by real-life
anecdotes

Importance of indirect procurement optimization

Organizations across the world realize the importance of creating bottom-line
impact, along with striving for top-line growth to create share holder value. Rising
commodity costs and continued economic uncertainty have forced companies to
look for new sources of cost reductions to fund growth and organizational agility.
According to Everest Group estimates, even a 5-10 percent reduction in non-core
or indirect spend can translate into a 1-3 percent bottom-line impact – a
significant impact under any economic context let alone the tough current
economic climate.

http://www.everestresearchinstitute.com/Product/11174
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Here are some examples….

A US$8 billion global transportation services company aggressively pursuing
solutions to lower cost structure to fund entry into new markets and acquisitions
realized US$385 million of savings by transforming how the company managed
US$1.4 billion of indirect spend.

A US$20 billion global high-tech company needed to rapidly improve control and
drive savings to fund new product development and expansion into emerging
markets. Within 12 months the company engaged a partner and implemented a
global source-to-pay solution that enabled them to better manage US$2.7 billion
in spend and secure contract savings of over US$90 million.

A US$100 billion+ global engineering conglomerate achieved nearly US$2 billion
of finance audited savings in the last three years leveraging procurement shared
services, which helped improve the technology footprint and geographic adoption
of procurement shared services. 

Beyond this bottom-line-cost impact, there are numerous other strategic benefits
that indirect procurement optimization drives.
 A US$4 billion global manufacturer uses procurement to accelerate merger

synergies – the company identified and quickly realized merger savings by
working with their provider as an independent, neutral third-party to analyze
the data and recommend merger synergy initiatives, allowing them to develop
plans that could be executed as soon as the merger was finalized. Leveraging
their provider’s established procurement infrastructure, the company was able
to accelerate savings and exceed overall company savings targets making the
merger a real success story.

 A US$20 billion global consumer products company uses procurement to
accelerate new product innovation and introduction – Facing multi-year trend
of declining operating margins and major changes within consumer markets,
the company decided to re-engineer how it provided back-office services to its
business units. Transforming procurement enabled the company to increase
control over large spend areas historically managed outside procurement. This
enabled procurement to support strategic growth efforts such as increasing
working dollars available to launch a flagship product into the European
market by 40 percent.

 A US$20 billion global appliance manufacturer uses procurement to fund
expansion into new markets. The company seized the opportunity presented by
the housing market collapse to cement market leadership by lowering its cost
structure and expanding marketing initiatives. In order to drive cost reductions
and fund marketing investments, the company worked with a third-party to
transform indirect procurement which had historically been focused on pricing
negotiations and order management. Today indirect procurement is a true
partner to the business, helping business owners continually optimize their
spend, identify new innovative service provider solutions and rapidly respond to
changes in market demand.

http://research.everestgrp.com
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It is evident from these examples that the potential impact of optimizing indirect
procurement is large and visible. It is not surprising either given that indirect
procurement spend accounts for nearly 40 percent of the overall spend for a
typical organization. Today, indirect procurement optimization is not about ‘why?’
but about ‘how?’. The rest of this document will focus on how to optimize this
spend, what are the options available, and what are the pros and cons of each
option.

What are the options to optimize indirect spend

There are various approaches adopted by organizations to optimize their indirect
procurement function. We can typically categorize these options based on scope
of initiative and delivery responsibility as shown in Exhibit 1

The Source-to-Pay (S2P) process spans the entire procurement function and
includes both the Source-to-Contract (S2C) process (sourcing-focused activities
like spend data management, strategic sourcing, category management, vendor
management) as well as the procure-to-pay (P2P) process (transactional
procurement activities like day-to-day purchasing, compliance management,
accounts payable). An organization’s approach to optimize indirect spend can
vary from a partial approach (addressing slivers of the overall sourcing-focused or
P2P-focused processes) to a comprehensive and transformative approach
(addressing the entire end-to-end S2P process). In reality, most organizations take
a middle-path or a “phased” approach – where they expand over time building
upon the successes.

Options for indirect

procurement optimization

E X H I B I T  1
3. Comprehensive solution – internally

delivered
4. Comprehensive solution – third-party 

delivered

2. Partial solution – internally delivered 1. Partial solution – third-party delivered

 Centralize indirect procurement
function across business units and
geographies

 Build internal shared services/captives

 Outsource source-to-pay for certain
indirect categories to a third-party
provider

 Outsource parts of P2P processes (e.g.,
spot buying, day-to-day purchasing,
catalog management, accounts payable)

 Outsource parts of S2C processes for
certain categories (e.g., spend analytics,
strategic sourcing, category
management, vendor management)

 Internal sourcing augmented with
consulting/external staff

 Implement spend analytics/eSourcing
technology or P2P technology

 Drive process improvements (e.g., to
address invoice receiving and 2/3-way
matches

Hybrid or mixed strategy
leveraging both internal initiatives

and third parties
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The other dimension of optimizing procurement is around how and by whom the
work is executed. There are several delivery-model alternatives that provide
different levels of value and risk, ranging from in-house internal improvement
projects (staff augmentation, technology implementation, captives, or shared
services) to third-party models (outsourcing). There are also many variants that
exist like joint-ventures and virtual captives. Most large global companies choose
a “hybrid” or mixed approach adopting a combination of internal and third-party
based options. 

Does one option prove to be superior? 

Comprehensive options have the largest business impact but also require the most
organizational focus and effort to implement.

There are a multitude of options available based on permutations and
combinations of scope and delivery resposibility, as discussed in the previous
section. We compare and contrast four commonly leveraged options in this
report:
1. P2P-focused outsourcing: The organization outsources the P2P-focused

processes. Such initiatives may also include management of tail-spend, spot
buying and/or spend analytics. The contract duration typically ranges from
three to five years. 

2. Temporary staff augmentation/sourcing consulting: The organization hires
sourcing consultants to help source certain key categories where they lack
expertise on a project basis (typically less than two years). Many organizations
tend to combine P2P-focused outsourcing with sourcing consulting to address
the entire S2P process by two disparate solutions.

3. Comprehensive shared services: The organization centralizes the procurement
function across various business units and geographies to exploit economies of
scale and create globally consistent procurement policies. Within shared
services there are multiple options that organizations can pursue. For example,
they can either have an end-to-end shared services across sourcing and P2P
or just have some of the processes centralized while the rest continue to
operate on a regional basis. Successful implementation requires strong
executive and procurement leadership to drive the change effort and develop
buy-in from key budget, business, and geographic stakeholders. 

4. Comprehensive outsourcing: The organization outsources the entire or most of
the end-to-end S2P process to a service provider for certain categories
(typically indirect or non-core). The contract duration varies from three to
seven years though the typical average is around five years. As with scenario
3, successful implementation requires strong executive and procurement
leadership to manage the relationship and develop buy-in from different
stakeholders.

http://research.everestgrp.com
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We developed four scenarios based on the options defined above to understand
both the value creation and the costs associated with each option. We leveraged
industry accepted standards and Everest Group’s experience in advising clients on
procurement initiatives. Our analysis is based upon the following major
assumptions:
 Considered a U.S.-based organization with an addressable non-core/indirect

spend base of US$1 billion
 The organization has around 40 P2P FTEs and 10 Sourcing FTEs – all based

in U.S.
 The analysis compares the four scenarios across a five year period
 The benefits are incremental to what the organization is delivering today

It needs to be noted that for the sake of simplicity and to establish a common
baseline, we have asumed the addressable spend baseline to be US$1 billion
across all four scenarios. Typically the spend that can be addressed by the four
scenarios vary. The comprehensive approaches (scenarios 3 and 4) can address
more spend than partial appraoches (scenarios 1 and 2). Also based on the
company culture and attitude towards engaging third-party service providers there
may be a difference in the addressable spend attributed to purely in-house and
third-party aided options. 

Exhibit 2 demonstrates the spend portfolio under the four different scenarios over
a 5 year term. Note that the savings represented here are net of costs/upfront
investments that might be required under different scenarios. 

Savings achieved from each

scenario over a five year term

E X H I B I T  2

Original spend baseline = US$1 billion

~40
million

~90
million ~130

million

Comprehensive outsourcing
Comprehensive shared services
Staff augmentation
P2P-focused outsourcing
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Our analysis reveals that the organization can expect to generate net savings of
ranging from US$25 million to US$130 million through different initiatives on a
baseline of US$1 billion spend. It is evident that the comprehensive options
(scenarios 3 and 4) offer higher savings potential compared to partial options
(scenario 1 and 2). It is also evident that comprehensive third-party outsourcing
(scenario 4) offers higher savings and a faster path to savings than other
scenarios. However, there is no silver bullet and each model has its pros and cons
as desribed below. 

Scenario 1 – P2P-focused outsourcing. The P2P processes are outsourced to a
third-party service provider. The management of the highly fragmented tail-spend
which constitues roughly 20 percent of the total addressable spend of US$1
billion is also outsourced to the same service provider. By efficient management of
spot buying exercises the service provider achieves spend unit reduction of 10
percent over the five year period, but the extent of savings is lower as the service
provider is only managing the US$200 million in tail-spend. The P2P processes
are offshored by the service provider thereby achieving arbitrage savings.
Additional savings arise from YoY productivity improvements of the P2P processes
and additional compliance to the remaining US$800 million in spend. Exhibit 3
indicates the savings profile in this scenario.

Savings profile scenario 1 –

P2P-focused outsourcing
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Table 1: Savings and cost summary for scenario 1 – P2P focused outsourcing

Solution summary
 Transition P2P to offshore center, eliminating 40 FTEs 
 Drive 10 percent sourcing savings on US$200 million tail spend
 Additional one percent savings from compliance to existing contracts across

remaining US$800 million
 One percent YoY productivity improvement on service provider effort

This scenario has the lowest savings among all the scenarios analyzed, since
sourcing has higher savings potential compared to P2P, and in this scenario the
service provider controls only 20 percent of the addressable spend. This scenario
involves the complete outsourcing of the P2P processes, so there would be
considerable change management and lay-off of the current P2P FTEs. There
would also be transition cost and effort associated with moving the P2P function
to the service provider. A strong governance model would be required to handle
the hand-off between the internal sourcing team and the service provider.

This scenario would be optimal for an organization with strong internal sourcing
capabilities, but limited scale to handle the tail-spend effectively or for
organizations who need some flexible staffing options to manage spot buying and
ad-hoc spend. Also the organization should be comfortable with the concept of
outsourcing and offshoring in general.

Scenario 2 – Temporary Staff Augmentation/Sourcing Consulting. The
organization uses consultants to source several waves of spend within the
addressable US$1 billion over 24 months. The sourcing consultants are able to
achieve ~10 percent contracted savings primarily through better negotiations.

However, the realized savings in this model are typically lower than the contracted
savings and erode over time due to maverick spending, budgetary or

Annual spend baseline

 Manages only tail-end spend (~20% of total spend)
Gross savings over five
years

 No ongoing continuous improvement in category management
 Maximum savings driven by P2P FTE reduction, labor arbitrage, YoY

productivity and compliance
 Lack of integrated approach between P2P and sourcing

Total costs over five years

 One-time costs include severance, transition, and technology costs for
P2P

Net savings over five years
(=Gross savings – total costs)

 ~US$25 million

Highest Lowest Not applicable

http://research.everestgrp.com
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demand issues, lack of vendor compliance, and other operational issues. Realized
savings are measured as the difference between the original, i.e., pre-sourcing
cost, and the actual price paid based on an analysis of invoices and/or payables
(for more details refer to our past research paper ‘Get More from Your Non-Core
Spend - Realizing Value from PO’).

Also, after the sourcing consultants leave after two years, spend creep starts to
occur due to lack of category management as well as lack of in-house capability
with regards to the sourcing initiatives put in place by the consultants.
Consequently, savings in this model often erode over a medium-long term. 
Exhibit 4 indicates the savings profile in this scenario.

Table 2: Savings and cost summary for scenario 2 – Staff augmentation/sourcing
consulting 

Spend profile for scenario 2 –

Staff augmentation/sourcing

consulting

E X H I B I T  4

Original spend baseline = US$1 billion

~40
million

0 1 32 4 5

Staff augmentation for two
years achieves nearly 6%
realized savings compared to
the 10% contracted savings

Annual spend baseline

Gross savings over five
years

 Lower bottom-line savings due to lack of internal and external compliance
 Potential spend creep due to lack of category management
 No operational savings 
 Lack of integrated approach between P2P and sourcing

Total costs over five years

 Minimal upfront costs
 Ongoing costs are also limited for the time frame for which sourcing

consultants are deployed
Net savings over five years
(=Gross savings – total costs)

 ~US$40 million

Highest Lowest Not applicable

Savings erosion after
sourcing consultants
leave due to lack of
category management
and compliance
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Solution Summary
 Drive six percent realized savings on US$1 billion addressable spend through

24-month sourcing campaign

In our analysis, this scenario generated significantly lower savings than more
comprehensive approaches, but this model is frequently used as it is a relatively
short-term investment and does not involve incremental hires. This scenario would
be ideal for an organization with strong internal compliance controls and policies.
Also, this model is typically leveraged in organizations where some sourcing and
category management capabilities already exist so that ongoing category
management can be handled by in-house personnel.

Scenario 3 – Centralized shared services. The indirect spend sourcing and
category management functions from different business units and geographies are
centralized under a shared service model. Also, the transactional P2P process are
offshored to a captive. This scenario is slower to deliver sourcing benefits – a
possible 24 months delay versus other scenarios as it takes significant time and
energy to hire additional resources, centralize, and build a captive. Also there are
potentially lower level of savings than in third-party models on in-scope categories
(due to lack of aggregation and market intelligence residing with third-parties).
But if executed properly, the synergies from end-to-end focus minimizes savings
leakage and maverick spending and helps optimize working capital leading to
significant increase the overall savings as compared to scenarios 1 and 2. There
are also additional savings’ opportunities given arbitrage and productivity benefits
in the P2P area from offshoring. Exhibit 5 indicates the savings profile in this
scenario.

Savings profile scenario 3 –

Comprehensive shared services
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Table 3: Savings and cost summary for scenario 3 – Comprehensive shared
services

Solution summary
 Hire and train 50 sourcing and category management FTEs
 Design and implement center-led sourcing and category management process

and organization
 Design and implement off shore captive, eliminating 40 P2P FTEs
 Design and implement sourcing and procurement technology platform
 Drive 10 percent realized savings on US$1 billion addressable spend 

Offshoring would involve laying off onshore P2P FTEs, in addition to the
centralization of sourcing activities that would require buy-in from multiple
stakeholders and considerable project management effort to build and train the
new organization and manage the transition. Compared to a third-party
outsourcing, shared services tend to over-staff and also hire over-qualified
employees. Also in some cases the organization may struggle to achieve the
transformation internally and the different stakeholders may not have as much
‘skin-in-the-game’ compared to a third-party service provider.

Comprehensive shared services are ideal for an organization that views indirect
procurement as key to their competitive advantage and that has the the time and
budget to transform the procurement function and optimize the processes end-to-
end. The decision is largely governed by business strategy and organizational
context. 

Scenario 4 – Comprehensive outsourcing. Both sourcing-related processes and
the P2P process is outsourced to a service provider for the categories that make
up the US$1 billion of spend. The service provider has an onsite+nearshore
sourcing solution and leverages offshoring for P2P processes. Over time, the
service provider can also move some sourcing related work offshore as the
relationship matures. The sourcing savings in this model can be 12-13 percent
due to the provider’s ability to aggregate market intelligence or spend and drive
contiuous cost improvements and are generated faster than in an internal shared
services solution (scenario 3). The synergies from end-to-end focus leads to a
much higher overall savings than in the partial outsourcing scenario we discussed

Annual spend baseline

Gross savings over five
years

 Lower contracted savings given lack of aggregation and market
intelligence residing with third parties

 Operational savings from FTE reduction, labor arbitrage, and YoY
productivity across both sourcing and P2P

 End-to-end focus prevents savings leakage, maverick spending, and
helps optimize working capital

Total costs over five years
 Initial hiring and other infrastructure related captive set-up costs beyond

severance

Net savings over five years
(=Gross savings – total costs)

 ~US$90 million

Highest Lowest Not applicable
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earlier (scenario 2). Exhibit 6 indicates the savings profile in this scenario.

Table 4: Savings and cost summary for scenario 4 – Comprehensive outsourcing

Solution summary
 Transition to center-led sourcing and category management process
 Transition P2P to offshore center, eliminating 40 FTEs
 Deploy sourcing and procurement technology platform
 Drive 12-13 percent savings on US$1 billion addressable spend 

This scenario would involve transitioning of the full source-to-pay processes,
requiring strong multi-tiered governance and auditing – early involvement of
finance is a pre-requisite. Organizations with experience in outsourcing or without
any indirect procurement capabilities may have an easier time building consensus
for broad, end-to-end scope. Other organizations may want to consider starting
with a smaller set of undermanaged categories. There is also an upfront
investment required (for transitions, severance, technology etc.), but it can be
engineered-out if desired. Just as with other outsourcing relationships, strong yet
flexible commercial structures are required. 

Savings profile scenario 4 –

Comprehensive outsourcing
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Annual spend baseline

Gross savings over five
years

 Operational savings from FTE reduction, labor arbitrage, and YoY
productivity across both sourcing and P2P

 End-to-end focus prevents savings leakage and maverick spending as
well as helps optimize working capital

Total costs over five years

 Initial costs include severance, transition, and technology costs for P2P
and sourcing

 Annual fees is typically 1-2% of the annual spend
Net savings over five years
(=Gross savings – total costs)

 ~US$130 million

Highest Lowest Not applicable

No savings erosion,
continuous improvement
based on category
management and P2P
productivity improvement

Original spend baseline = US$1 billion

~130
million

End-to-end third-party
outsourcing realizes
sourcing savings faster

Highest net
savings across
all 4 scenarios
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Additionally, for PO, buyers should require their provider to guarantee savings
and be willing to put fees at risk. Pricing, performance, and incentive structures
are becoming more standardized as adoption increases and the market matures.
Based on Everest Group’s latest research, procurement outsourcing, while still
emerging, is now more than a billion dollar market with 250+ PO contracts in
which the third-party providers are managing more than US$160 billion of
indirect spend on behalf of their clients (Refer to the latest Procurement
Outsourcing Annual Report for more details).

The single most important success factor for procurement outsourcing is the
rigorous testing and validation of service providers during the selection and
contracting process. Organizations need to look beyond the marketing
powerpoint presentations and truly understand how the service provider can
deliver the promised services. A more involved approach to service provider
selection is required, including client references, site visits, and interactions with
key delivery stakeholders and category management experts to access the cultural
fit, the process capability and expertise to deliver results. 

The choice between a third-party outsourcing model and an in-house
comprehensive shared services model is largely governed by business objectives,
organizational context and culture. We interviewed several large global
organizations on why they chose a particular model and it became clear that an
organization’s existing capability in indirect procurement plays a key role in the
final decision (see Exhibit 7). An organization with negliglible internal procurement
expertise would be inclined to consider an outsourcing option while an
organization with strong internal expertise and that considers indirect procurement
a key element of their competitive advantage may prefer to go the shared services
route to procurement optimization.

Reasons for organizations

adopting a procurement

sourcing model

E X H I B I T  7

 “We have strong skill sets
within the procurement world
and are a globally recognized
organization for indirect
categories such as fleet, and
contract labor”

 “We have a large enough scale
to run a cost effective shared
services organization. We
don’t need a third-party model”

 “We wanted to maintain
greater control over the
operations”

 “We did not have a mature or
standardized process, hence,
decided to solve the problem
in-house”

 “We can be characterized as
risk averse, we follow a
phased approach in terms of
categories and processes
moved to a shared services or
outsourcing model”

 “We follow a relatively
structured process to decide
which process will go to shared
services or to third-party
providers, based on process
maturity, process significance
to the company, supplier
market maturity, and internal
politics”

 “You need to have the right
people, in the right place, with
the right information, doing the
right things. The right
combination maybe outside
your corporate walls”

 “We could build it, but it would
take years, and still would not
compare to what the providers
have built and continue to
invest in”

 “Indirect procurement has
always been an under
resourced area and we
recognized we don’t have time
or proven experience to drive
the transformation internally”

Organizations pursuing in-house
shared  services for procurement

Organizations pursuing 3rd party
procurement outsourcing

Organizations with mixed or
hybrid approach
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Conclusion

There is no right answer when it comes to optimizing indirect procurement. The
answer is largely dependent on organizational drivers and context.
Comprehensive options offer greater value creation potential but are also more
challenging to implement than partial options. Third-party options also emerge as
credible options. It is important to look holistically at all the different options and
analyze different scenarios before reaching the conclusion – the right first step is a
pre-cursor to future success.
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About Everest Group

Everest Group is an advisor to business leaders on next generation global services
with a worldwide reputation for helping Global 1000 firms dramatically improve
their performance by optimizing their back- and middle-office business services.
With a fact-based approach driving outcomes, Everest Group counsels
organizations with complex challenges related to the use and delivery of global
services in their pursuits to balance short-term needs with long-term goals.
Through its practical consulting, original research and industry resource services,
Everest Group helps clients maximize value from delivery strategies, talent and
sourcing models, technologies and management approaches. Established in
1991, Everest Group serves users of global services, providers of services, country
organizations, and private equity firms, in six continents across all industry
categories. For more information, please visit www.everestgrp.com and
research.everestgrp.com.
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